Synopsis
Map Use: Reading, Analysis, Interpretation, seventh edition, is a comprehensive, foundational textbook designed for the college curriculum. Now updated with a new section on map interpretation, Map Use provides students with the knowledge and skills to read and understand maps, and offers professional cartographers a thorough reference resource. Nearly 600 full-color maps, photographs, and graphs illustrate the concepts behind communicating with maps, while an extensive glossary and resource DVD for instructors (lecture slides, lab exercises, and answer keys) further support use of the text in the classroom. The book renders basic cartographic principles accessible to all, from students of cartography and map design to those without a formal education in geography. Accommodating new developments in GPS and geographic information system technology, this newest edition could serve as an introductory GIS text as well.
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Customer Reviews
Who knew an 11 pound book could tell me so much about a 6 ounce map? With the exception of up to the minute GIS advances, this book is the most thorough on map use I’ve encountered.

I have always been interested in maps and I am not a student. This is the best introduction to technical cartography I have read.

Well written, I am learning a ton from this book. I am currently enrolled in a beginners cartography course, this book was required. I will be keeping it for future reference.
Haven't quite got the hang of this text yet. Seems to be a good backup for classwork. Works in conjunction with "The GIS 20: Essential Skills" book.

This book was probably written to be read by people who already have a geography degree, I didn't feel like it was especially well written for students.

It was shipped quickly and received as promised. The seller even gave me the link to the tracking number upon request. I would recommend. The book itself, it's kind of a dull read. But it teaches and the maps are all easy to understand

This book actually makes cartographic processes a pleasure to read about. If you'd like to conceptually understand cartography, this is for you.
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